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News Editor Is Certainly No \ Jail Flower, Now;
Pressure Groups,Politicos, Have Us In Wringer
Are you lonesome? Do you need somebody to write to you? Do you get that tiedrun-down feeling and want somebody to tell
you which course to take? Has your mail gotten that pallid, sickly interest and you want
some entertaining first class mail? Then be a
delegate to a national convention and get the
fen mail blues.
That's what has happened to your editor
since the mailing list of the national politicians latched on to her name.
Until after the Chicago meeting we ain't
never gonna be a wall flower again. Every
mail brings some real courtin' from some special group or other, and most of them have
some pretty convincing talk about why we
ought to do thus and so. And folks, this is just
part of the story. You just oughta see the number of local folks who tell us just what should
be done when we get up there, and what's
more we had one sweet little lady of our acquaintance tell us that we oughta get an
Eisenhower movement started, and at the
Democratic Convention yet.
Gosh that man Eisenhower! He's got many
a good Democrat saying that he is the answer
to all our problems.
Anyhoo-oo-oo we thought you'd like to
read just a few excerpts from the mail in the
last two days:
From Estes Kefauver:
My record as a member of the Congress has been consistently in the interest
of the people. My faith in the future of
our country and in the true principles of
the Democratic Party is strong and abiding. If chosen as a Candidate, I will adhere
to the party platform and will work diligently for the continued progress of the
Nation and the Democratic Party.
From Richard B. Russell, Senator from
Georgia:
As Chairman of the Armed Services
Committee, I have Participated in handling legislation designed to build up our
nation's defenses and to aid other nations
making common cause with us in the defense of freedom. I have been Chairman of
the Agricultural
Appropriations Subcommittee daring my entire service in the
Senate and, in Died sapacity handled the
Rural Electrification program, the Farmers Home Administration legislation and
the farm research Program- I
milhlwed
the School Lunch law. 1 have been
active
in passage of farm price support legisia-

Martin Curfew Was
Sign of Failure

ties and enactment et the sell osaserveben program

[STRICTLY BUSINESS

hthleallers

MR.POTTLISY

From William C. Zllegood in the interest
of Kefauverf
I firmly believe thM the national
trend at the present thew is seek on to Indicate that Senator Kefauver is indeed the
choice of the people; and if the Democratic Party is to be able to smart in the
future that it is truly the Party of the people. Then it cannot *sere their demands
for Senator Refauver's nombastime
From the National Cotton Council:
It is clearly recognised that agricultural
research and education cannot be adequately preowned by the farmers alone
'and that a large share of the respossIbilitf
rests on the Federal Government, This
long-established principle is thoroughly
consistent with the best American traditions and with the great present need for
economy in government,for if our farmers
can share fully in the scientific prowling
of the Nation, their whole economic problem trill be less severe.
From the Progressive Party: (Party Leader is in Jail.)
'The Progressive Party, under the
leadership of Vincent Ballinan, our candidate for President who is now in jail for
his militant defense of West Coast labor
leader Harry Bridges. and Mrs. Charlotte
A Bass, our candidate for Vice-Prapident.
for 44 years editor and publisher of the
oldest Negro newspaper on the Wort
Coast, and a lifelong fighter for her people, is voicing the growing groundswell
to end the fighting new. We are the only
political party organised to fight nationally against the Republican and Democratic
bl-partisan 'deal' to continue the hoppedup hysteria which supports the continsed
mid-warm-hot war."
Last week Robert S. Kerr and Oscar
(Socialized Medicine) Ewing were our pen
pals. And their conversation runs prettty
much like the above.
This is truly one time it pays to be ignorant, that way we realize we can't make a din:Anon about any of them. We'll just help select
the best Democrat the party has to offer and
help that man get elected in November.
There's not enough ink in the shop
Nor paper we confess
To let the Donkey drop the bars
For worship to A General's stars.
(Poet and don't know it.)

Caution or Corpse;
Be Alive July 5th
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—MEMBER—
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASSN.
'Can't yon speak more clearly. Mr. Potththol4

From The Files:

.-Tos4"gosli Bach
25 YEAS AGO (llulY 3, 1921):
Mn. L. R. Utfebnan of Clarksville, Tenn., was the inspiration
for a party Wednesday afternoon
when Mrs. Jake Huddleston entertained with a most enjoyable
bridge party. Mrs. Uffelman will
be remembered as Miss
Mary
Chambers who
formerly lived
here and was
quite
popular
among the younger set.

FOR THIRTY YEARS
_QUALITY AND SERVICE
Yam been our first consideration; yet funerals as low as Mlle
are always a part of our servlos.

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
Mods

Mrs. Hall will make their home
in Memphis.

Mrs. W. la Simmons of Louisville, on her visit' here, has had
various and numerous courtesies
shown her. When she made her
home hree she was one of Fulton's most talented and popular
women, and her visit back was
heralds•of pleasant social affairs.
J. L. McClain, the well known
One of the most attractive of
painter and decorator, who has the series of complimentary hoethe contract for painting the new pistialities was the Garden party
Methodist church now in course Tuesday evening given by Miss
of construction, corner Carr and Doris Huddleston and li!esdiunes
Second streets, will make a trip John Stuart and W. R. Butt at the
to Lakeland,
Fla., next week, home of the
latter on
Pearl
where he will look after several Street.
large painting contracts in this
The guest list was confined to
city.
Mrs. Simmons' former music pu•
pils and personal friends.
Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Booth, of
Miss Mary Huddleston, Sara
Charlotte, N. C.
announce the and Elizabeth Butt, Martha Craig
birth of a daughter, Mary Sum- Rucker, Margaret Allen and Agamer. Mrs. Booth was formerly tha Gayle served a delicious ice
Miss Fanniel Skein of this city, course with
sandwiches
and
and has many Mends here who candy.
will be interested in this announMrs. Charles Huddleston kept
cement.
the register, while Mesdames R.
M. Redfearn, Guy Gingles, J. C.
•The First National Bank of Scruggs, Mary
Carr Johnson,
Mayfield, Ky., executor of the es- Clarence Maddox, W. C. Valentate of Chester T. Bondurant of tine and Cresap Moss cordially
Hickman, Ky., by its attorney W. assisted in doing the hospitality
J. Webb, Mayfield, today filed in honors.
the Fulton County Court Clerk's
office here an appraisement and
At a regular meeting of the
inventqry of the Bondurant es-, City Council, Tuesday night,
Esq.
tate. The total value of the estate Hagler was present and notified
is placed by the appraisers at the members that the State
would
$528,588.68. This did not include take over the State Line road
life insurance, which amounted from Carr street to the
overhead
to $400,000.00.
bridge provided it was graveled
and that the county would go 50Dr. H. E. Prather, of Hickman, 50 with the city in getting
the
has been elected by the Fulton road in shape to take over.
county Board of Health as CounThis is a
very
important
ty Health Officer, to succeed Dr. stretch of road as its
connects
J C. Morrison.
with one of the leading highways,
the new Union City and Fulton
Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Jonakin, of road.
Fulton announce the marriage of
their daughter, Mrs. Marguerite
The village of Columbus, once
E. Davis, to Mr. Alston, Taylor proposed as the nation's
capitol,
Hall, of Memphis. The wedding may slip into the
Mississippi Ritook place yesterday afternoon at ver. Continuous
cave-ins along
the home of Rev. W. W. Arm- the river front
have followed the
strong, paston.of Galloway Mem- April flood, which
completely
orial Church.
Inundated the town, and ThursMr. Hall is well known in this day morning
the largest cave-in
city, having been connected with yet recorded
occurred when a
the cotton business here for sev- section
of earth, forty by sixty
eral years. After several weeks feet, in
the
upper part of the
honeymoon in New York, Mr. and town slipped
into the river.
.

Where are you going to be July 5?
At home? At work? On vacation?
Are you real sure? What makes you so
certain you may not be one of the hundreds
of people who will start out on a Fourth of
July holiday trip—and won't come back?
Not a pleasant thought, is it? You may
even be a little provoked that we've brought
it up.
Well, that's all right with us. For the more
provoked you ge,S, the more you may think
about this Fourth of July traffic toll that annually makes a massacre out of a holiday that
ought to be for pleasure and patriotism, not
for tragedy.
You think it coudn't be you?
That's what the 380 people thought who
were killed over the Memorial Day holiday
just a month ago. That's what the 8,938 people
thought who have died in holiday traffic in
the last six years.
Richard Mentor Johnson, Kentucky lawYes, that's right-8.938 people killed in
yer and statesman, is the only United States
holiday traffic in the last six years! Almost
vice-president to have been put in office by a
three times as many as were killed at Pearl
vote Of the senate. He did not have a maj9rity
Harbor. Half as1Siany as have died for Ameriof elettoral votes, causing the election to be
ca on the battlefields of Korea.
thrown into the senior house.
How many of these 8,038 people thought
when they started out during the holiday that.
John B. Hood, famous Confederate Generthey would never come back? Not one!
al, was born and spent much of his boyhood
This one was just driving around the
in
Dick Oberlin:
Owingsville, Kentucky.
block to get a morning paper. This one was
taking his family to visit friends in Peoria.
Charity is quite as rare as wisdom, but
This,one was merely crossing the street. Not
when charity does appear, it is known by
• one of them was purposely going out to get
its
patience and endurance.
killed—NOT ONE!
—Mary Baker Eddy.
So, you see. it could be you.
We have come to an interesting be averse at all to seeing
him in
To know how to wait is the great secret
and unusual state' of affairs in the White
But here's the bright spot in the picture:
House.
of success.—Jeseph Dektaistre.
the presidential race. By this time
it doesn't have to be you!
These two reasons are not necnext week we'll know who the
TheSafety Council, which has
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS the grim National
Republicati standard-bearer will essarily in order of importance, it
responsibility for estimating these
should be noted.
Post Office Box 485
be. And that should give a clue to
Fulton, Kentucky
holiday tolls in advance, says you can make its
Now, ghat's likely to happen
the Democrats' choice.
estimates look silly by merely using/a little
R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING,
It is obvious that any one of at Chic ego next week?
extra
caution, common sense and courtesy to
Editors and Publishers.
the sixteen or so hopefuls tryUntil a few weeks ago it apoffset the extra holiday traffic hazards. The
ing for the Democratic nomina- ,geared there might be a deadlock
A member of the Kentucky Prom Amociatiom
Council says the toll could be cut in half, or
tion would relish going to the vo- which would allow
Governor
A Member of the Fulton County Farm Boman.
even by two thirds, if you and I would Make
ters against Senator Robert Taft. Earl Warren of California to win
up
our
minds
that
that,
It
equally
is
by golly, we aren't going
obvious that if the
nomination. He was, at least,
atobecriptior. Rates 0.50 per year in Fulton,
Republicans choose Gen. Eisen- The strongest third choice.
to be one of those holiday traffic statistics.
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
hower
there will be considerable
It's just that simple. Instead of saying, "It
and Weakley Counties, 'Tenn.; Elsewhere
But the Eisenhower campaign
dragging of feet, a real reluctance has been effective. Ike
throughout the United States. $3.00 per year.
couldn't be me," just say, "It won't be mel"
has gone
by
many
top Democrats to run after
delegates and gone after
Then act accordingly.
as second class matter June 28, 1933
against him.
them in an unusual way. He has
'That's all there is to it.
rth
eirpost office at Fulton, Kentucky, under
There are two reasons for this. urged those undecide
d delegates
Happy Fourth of July1 See you on the
the United States postal act of March, 1879.
First, its is generally conceded who came to meet
him not nec_Fifth! ,
by
all
but
that the Tett *aces cessarily to vote for him,
Published Every Friday Of The Year.
but to
that Ike will boa vest. strongat vote as their conscienc
e dictated.
There Is... nothing that keeps the heart—
Patience is power; with time and patience
vote getter than Taft.
This is not the method of powyoung like sympathy, like giving oneself
the mulberry leaf becomes silk.
Second, Eisenhower's pronoun- er politics, but the
method of
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
cements
—Chines
since
e
Proverb.
returned
he
from honest politics, and it is evidently
onnee.—Anonymous.
France have been sufficiently ap- effective.
Patience is not passive; on the contrary
pealing and convincing that
FRIDAY, JULY 4, 1952
a
Taft, in command of the conit is active; it is concentrated strength.
good many Democrats would not vention machinery,
and with his
No vsmder several citizens of the City of
Martin, Tenn., quickly challenged the legality
of the eleven o'clock curfew imposed on them
last week. They didn't ask us, but in our estimation the action was a true sign of weakness
on the part of the City Fathers and the police
force to apprehend the vandals who have been
damaging public property as an outcome of a
strike in December, 1951.
, The action, in effect, was punishing all of
the law-abiding, peaceful citizens of that community for the failure of the persons in charge
to put a stop to the disatrous property loss that
has occurred in Martin is reprisals for union
differences.
What a silly move to make. They underestimate the mind of the criminal. Even a
child would know that he shoudn't go out and
steal watermelons when he was sure to be
as
conspicuous as a fly in a bowl of buttermilk
doing it.

liouninants emit-Walling the pleb' 010104 MR Oar 1101•00*
ntschther7 Ist
111011E
was able to
-of delegate&
going harder
day.
By the beet sod leapt bawds'
counts, Taft has oteseetbloO kse
than SOO YOWL Mt needs °Dodderably more than 100 more to win
the elootion.
Taft might get those votes if
contested
delegations from the 40 Like XL
South in particular me swung to
himsund he has the best chance
•
of getting most of them.
At this distance and at this
time, though, it looks like the old Dr. H.W.Connaughton
guard
professional politicians
Veterinary Service
have thrown eveeything that they
can into Taft's campaign. There
Phone 907-R
is little ammunition left.
On the other side of the fence,
.
or Call 711
Eisenhower's campaign seems to
Graduate Veterinarian
have been perfectly timed so it
really is only gating its
Loeated on Martin-Felten
full
monlentum this week, and there
Highway.
are shots left in the locker.
And since limbs are so easy,to

7

TELEPHONE

7

The beet ainhalasies serval* at any hour, day or Men&
Als-esadlilesed &spa
1

NEW RENTALPURCHASE PLAN

- slier wigii
f
ROMPORTANS
per mo.--$17.50,3 mos.
0elfRENTA$6.00
L CAN BE APPLIE
D

TOWARD PURCHASE
HARVEY CALDWELL CO.
206 Commercial Avenue
Fulton, Kentucky

ii
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

61101/4"14. ollamoahoms

1
4 Toni
Sc;fely Stores Over /

•

WIZARD FOOD FREEZER_

•
•
•

NEW "Sweat-Proof" Construction!
15 CU-FT. M9DEL AT A VERY
SPECIAL PRICE

10 DAYS ONLY

339.95

"

9 Ft. Model

1114.95 22 Ft. Model _
479.91
Get all the brand-new 1.1 !statures at Wisarde sawslaity low coati "Sweetproor construction ...
sero-cold temperature..extra-felt vela froming
6-year protection plan!
FMB 9300 IPOUggi=a
=
1
lion ... 2 baskets and divider&
pac

•
•
•
•
•

•
••

Osestern Auto Associate Store
BOW OWNED AND OPERATED BY 'MAD
PAGAN
LAIR STREET
wevrore. KY.

218:

nation iii—mhe might be liright
but what about that pack of
queer looting pitali',6 Who'ane following him about and making all
of this hurrah for him."
CANDIATE EISENHOWER
To me Eisenhower is an impossibility as president. Rather
add way of expression but does it
get my thoughts to you?
A record of unbroken aquiescense bars him from challenging

Ian

alien

Of coarse, I should worry about
a Reputalkan candidate. I am a
Democrat. Whet worries me is
who are we going to put up?
Where is the man who will say
"I will support a constitutional
amendment, that congress shall
His background is entirely nationalize no industry, no busiRooseveltian and Trumanian and ness or no profession. And
that
his campaign is in the hands of
congress shall make no law conthe Morse' (one of the challenging characters to free enterprise trary to any state law on civil
in the nation) Lodges, Tobeys, rights, education, electiOns, soDuffs, Driscols and a lot of other cial relations or zoning and that
"Me Too Republicans, who put
over the Shinglings or Dewey and no Federal Court shall have the
authority to invaldate State laws
Warren back in '48.
touching on such matters." That
The saying is going over theis the kind of.a maul we want for
the foreign policies of the administration and there is also his assent, for no dissents are on file,
to every disastrous
decision
throughout the war from Yalta
to the ladorganthav plan.

TO THE PUBLIC

'N.

and friend-

at.

OPEN 6:30 AM 10 8:00 PM SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
—Commodore Maynard

Maynard Grocery
(Formerly the Robey Grocery)
Martin Highway

Phone 1299-J-1

IT'S HERE NOM

ANN DELAFIELD
Reducing Plan
•
•

Famous dietician,
teacher and beautician who has helped more
owes
reduce successfully than any other person in
the U.S

•
•

• IT'S EASY—
IT'S FUN!

•
•
•

Mrs. Richardson To
Write of Paralysis

Mrs.

I am pleased to announce that I have bought the Robe Groce
y
ry
store and service station located south of Fulton on
the Martin
Highway.I will sincerely appreciate your patronage

LADY EDITOR IS
POLIO CHAIRMAN

Mrs. Joe R. Richardson of
Glasgow has been appointed Wester
n
Kentucky Advisor on Women's
Activities of the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, it
was announced today by the
March of Dimes organization.
She will be associated with Mrs.
James Molloy of Lexington who
serves as advisor for
Eastern
Kentucky.
Assuming this volunteer post at
the time of year when polio incidence starts its annual upward
president. Who will this man be?
Where will we find him?
A DIFFERENT PEOPLE
In the recent gubernatorial race
in Mississippi, one candidate ofJered the ferrners a bull dozer to
clear their lands. Another offered
hospitalization and another 75
dollars a month for old age pensions and so on down the line, but
Mary Cain said "I can offer you
none Of these things my opponents promise you, all I can promise is that if I inn elected governor that any one who receives
and monies from the treasury of
the state of Mississippi, will earn
it by the sweat of their brow",
she was not elected. She would
not offer the people, something
for nothing, for their vote.
We used to be a proud and self
reliant people but'the "harp that
once through Tares's halls the
'soul oTinusic sfieenow lies mute
on Tarra's walls because that soul
has fled".
Millions of people seem willing to give up their independence
on the promise of the government
to take care of them. They think
that the politicians can plan better for their future than they can
them selves.
Our self respect and self reliance and our dignity seems to be
something that is nothing.
The present congress advances
the supposition that the individual can be so trained and managed
as to cause Pus every act to be
performed in the interest of society as a whole. The idea is to
substitute for the enormously
constructive
natural power of
self interest, a force composed of
theoretical interests of the state.
To me this is rank socialism. It
Is just an appeal to the common
man (the very common man) for
his vote and give him an opportunity to disembowel, the rugged
individual, who is the back bone
of the station.

incline, Mrs. Richardson will direel her initial efforts towards
channeling factual information about the disease to the general
public. She will seek wider volunteer participation in the education and patient care programs
sponsored by the National Foundation.
Working closely with women's
clubs, organizations, health and
welfare groups, Mrs. Riehardeen
will also see that activitima end
services of National Foundatima
Chapters are better understood
throughout her section of the
state.
Elected secretary of the Barren County Chapter of the National Foundation when it was
organized in 1951, Mrs. Richardson continues serving in this
capacity. She administers the
Chapter's pollo patient care and
community education programs
helping to assure greater farnilarity with the services sponsored
by the National Foundation and
financed by the March of Dimes.
Mrs. Richardson is a member
of the Edmund Rogers Post of the
D. A. R., the Louisville Arts Club,
State Federation of Music Clubs,
and the Kentucky Press AssOciation.
Prior to her marriage, Mrs.
Richardson was a staff member
of the Courier-Journal and Louisville Times, She presently writes
a column for the weekly Glasgow
Times which is published by her
husband, Joe R. Richardson.

• NOT A DRUG!

ASK A DOCTOR!
No one con deity th• famous quality and glorious
results of Miner's
HERE EXTRACT .. because, you can't
buy • better laxative —
emywhorel That's•fact, established
by FORTY-ONE YEARS RESEARCH!

PROOF or POPULARITY!
H. L GEORGE, Murfreesboro, Tens.: "HERB EXTRAC
T itioased
mown. of • sagging cold he loot ONE DAY!"

MRS M. R. N. Memphis, Tears.1 'HERS IXTRAC
I baresai WU/
such as I have wet hod form say minor
seamair
MR. C. J. L, Rkhamaid, Va.: "To HMSO 'offering front
orders, deal hesitate another ntlente — get• bottle stomach dim
,!ht away!"

More than 3,000 years of Illinois Central service wehe honored on Thursday, June 26, when
tribute was paid sixty-three employees who have completed a
half-century of service with the
railroad at the 17th Annual 50year Veterans Luncheon in Chi-

FOR THE SAKE OF YOUR SYSTEM!
Giv•

your system ...edit! duet be fooled into believia
medicine capable of curing every @detest of tho bossesg Aeries goy
EXTRACT cleans mad conditions your system, thismby body! NUB
allowing poor
system to funeNtin as nature intearied — bringing freed
bookie 011141
sew vitality! Don't waste onotimo precious Aryl Get
heinous /4111.4es
HERS EXTRACT today!

irdotne-kik4W013.

AT YOUR FAVORITE NEIGHBORHOOD STORE
'HERO EXTRACT contalas absolutely as harsh drugs
Immo seem Hie mom delimit* system!

exterior et yew? home

MARTIN-SEHOUR

HIPP
11515141

—

samara

HE.
EXTRA

MONARCH
HOUSE PAINT
for body and tries
EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.

HERB EXTRACT %Ts' HERB JUICE

AULLIA'S MEDICINE COMPANY — NASHVILLE,MMUS*

Ifs New! All New!

Has Full-width Super-Freezer
Chest and all these other
New Features I

WHAT I HEARD
When Professor Brycen was
head of the public schools in
Friars Point, Miss., he was going
down an isle one day and asked
a student where his pencil was.
The reply came back "I flint got
none". The professor said to him
in a repremanding voice "where
is your grammer?" The boy looked up at him, rolled his eyes
around and said "Grammer—O!
she is dead."

• Freezes and keeps IS lbs.
frozen foods
• 3 full-width shelves
• 1 adjustable shelf
• Sliding Chill Drawer under freezer
for extra ice cubes
• Large, all- porcelain Hydrator
• Super-powered Meter-Miser
mechanism
• Exclusive Quickube Ice Trays
a Extra storage space on door
• Lots of tall bottle space
• 1-piece all-porcelain interior

•
•

BE CONVINCED
ONCE AND FOR ALL

N. J. DONALDSON, Camp Hill, PONNI1.1 nliresial
st abet* wooriorhall

•

•

cago.
I receive the gold pass award since
Paying honor to the 50-year it was initiated in 191111.
veterans at the luncheon will be
Twin frothy.. miner Thomas
450 members of the Illinois Can- mecan
n and winTaylor McCann,
tr
exe
alcuotriglaniza
ve andtiognenerianc
l lu
ou
diice
ngrstli
.
oe
, both locomotive engineers at Pathe company. Wayne A. Johnston,'42ucah, Ky., were among those
gold-pass awards this
president, will be
host at the receivingThey
joined the
Year.
Illinois
luncheon. Each 50-year worker centra
l in 1902, starting as
will receive a 14-karat gold lifeenglue
wipers
in the Paducah
time pass inclosed in a morocco
roundh
ouse.
They
advanced to
Lather case, good for travel anyengineers by serving as hostler'
where on the iuinois
Central and firemen, and have spent their
Railroad. The 1952 class will entire
careers on the Kentucky
make a total of 802 veterans to Division
running out of Paducah.

results — helped am dace 111271"

IC TO HONOR TWO
PADUCAH BROTHERS

ha Ow
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FOR

USED

•
•
•

FURNITURE

•

•
Walk In:Trade In I

KY.

Evans Drug Store

216 LAKE

The had $6".

Phone 95. 795

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO
257 Chore)' St.

?bone 35

Complete Stocks

Your old,inefficient refrigerator
Is worth many dollars on a now
FRIGIDAIRE. Corse k',i Ask
.brIlI

Graham Furniture Co.
303 WALNUT STREET

TELEPHONE 185

,

Martin and lemon Lydia Nalioni
LeCernu of re-,Il
end Melee
Preaching services will be held toa.
at the Church of Christ SundaY. Donald* Jos Welch spent lest
PALESTINE NEWS July lith at 1100 A. a and IMO week in Memphis visiting his
Mix Leidie Negied
P. M. The public Is invited to at- Sister, Mrs. James Sallee andt
Several from this communitY tend,
family.
attended the "Gift Tea" gives for
Preaching services will be held
Mr. Billy.Green entertained his
Betty Ann Davis in the home of at the Baptist Church Sunday, Sunday School Class with *
Fair July 6th, at 11:00 A. M. and 6:00
Mr*. K C. Grisham in
at Kentucky Lake Saturday
Heights Saturday afternoon.
P. IL A cordial invitation is ex- evening. Thom attending were:
Robert Pewitt spent the week, tended to all.
Polly Long, Awaleen Moak Syl-1
with his sister, Mrs. Will
Very attractive screen sviirlows wadeen Moss, Mari, Ann Dobbs,
family in Dyers- and doors have been installed on Semi, Robbie add June Forrester,I,
Leonard and
Campfire
burg.'Tenn.
the new Church of Christ build- Billy Milner, Joe Carroll Moak!
Marshmallows
Charles
'ellen!
Jerry
Meacham,
Roberts
Herman
Mrs.
and
'Mr.
visited Mr. and
Mrs. Harvey
6-0K CELLO
The house of Mrs. R. H. Moss, and Mr. and Mrs. Billy Green.
Pewitt Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs.
Sr., occupied by
10'
BOAT
Mr. and Mrs. Hillman Collier Odie Foster and family was de- ROUTE THREE CHATS
Monday
night
by
fire
last
visited his sister, Mrs. Ramp stroyed
Mrs. Jeek Foster
Delicious Confection
All household contents and clothQualls Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Foster rewere
deing
of
the
Foster
family
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gilbert and
their daughter,
from
ceived
word
Cracker Jack
daughter, Juanita are vacationing stroyed. Through the generosity Mrs. Billy Stianett, in Detroit
in Detroit with their daughter, of both churches, the Baptist and that she had a baby girl. Mrs.'
Mrs. Paul Henderson. Lorea.a Church of Christ and the many Stinnett is getting along fine, but
Gilbert will return with them af- thoughtful friends, the Foster does not thirdiethat there is
a
family has been able to set up
ter several weeks visit.
another house chance for the baby.
Sunshine
A reunion of the Murphy-Mor- hocsekeeping in
Mr. and Mrs..' Elzo Lowery
ris families was held at the home owned by Mrs. Moss.
CHEESE-IT
Mrs. Grant Wilson is visiting spent the week-end in Mayfield.
of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Murphy
Jackie Lynn Pewitt want back
on West State
Line, Sunday. her daughter, Mrs. L T. CaldCrackers
Hospital in
to Fuller-Gilliam
Forty-five attended and enjoyed welL
6-0Z.
Mr. and Mrs. Alpheus
Tuck Mayfield
Tuesday for a treatthe sumptuous meal served on
PEG.
the porch and lawn. All enjoyed a and family of Sharon and Mr. J. ment.
M. Goodjine of Union City visited
Mrs. Willie Lou Brann visited
happy day together.
Goodjine Mrs. Jack Foster awhile Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs. Mason Davidson Mr. and Mrs. C. IL
Sunshine
morning.
and daughter, Susan have
re- Sunday.
HI
-HO
CRACKERS
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Long and
Mr.and Mrs. Burnet Lowery atturned to their home in Chattaat
nooga after a few days visit with Evelyn motored to Dover, Tenn., tended the Union meeting
1-LB.
Mayfield Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Morgan Davidson Sunday.
BOX
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Green have
Bobby Ray, Johnson of Cuba
and Mr. and Mrs. Warren Graa
new
Pontiac.
is spending the week with Lyn
ham.
1
Bro. W. H. Pearigen and Mn. Mr. R. H. Moss, Jr., is the own- etta Jean Foster and Donnie.
Krey
Mr. and Mrs. Burnet Lowery,
Pearigen visited Mrs. Morgan er of a new Chrysler.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
and
Hollis Jordan of
Mrs. Martha Lowery are
SLICED PORK
Davidson and Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Browder one afternoon last Union City visited Mr. and Mrs. leaving Thursday to visit RichWITH GRAVY 59(
ard, who is stationed in Virginia.
week. He is the new pastor of the Ancil Jordan Sunday.
!l-OZ.
CAN
The
small
Mrs.
daughter
of
Clifton
Webb,
Mrs.
Jimmy
Palestine Church.
Mr. and
Larry Michael Jeffries, Betty Mrs Joe Thomas Harris recently Williams and
children
spent'
Ann Powell and
with Mr. and
Ralph
Dela underwent an operation at Jones Thursday night
Krey
Hatdy's names
were omitted Clinic for the removal of an arm Mrs. Jack Foster, Donnie and I
SLICED BEEF
from the list attending the 4-H tumor. We wish for her a very Lynetta.
rapid recuperation.
Mr. and Mrs. Marion
Club in Martin last week.
Jones
ivrrur GRAVY
The condition of Mrs. Will and Jimmy, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Watts at20-0Z CAN
tended the bedside of Cap Watts Wood is reported to be some- Foster, Donnie and Lynette,
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
in the Hickman County Hospital what improved.
Mr. Roy Caldwell, life-long Alvin Foster.
Sunday afternoon.
Puritan
Mrs. Lizzie Foster and
Mr. and Mm Wilbur
Mrs.
Hardy resident of this vicinity, has anMarshmallows
and family visited Mr. and Mrs. nounced his candidacy for Con- Hubert Butler spent
Thursday I
George Hardy Sunday. They are stable of the 16th Civil District. with Mrs. Jack Foster.
10-0Z.
Week-end guests and visitors
Mr. and Mrs. Bubber Foster
reported on the sick list.
CELLO BAG
of Misses Sylucdeen, Alvaleen and son are here from New Jer—GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY— Moss were: Miss Joyce Watson of sey to visit friends and relatives.
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JANE PARKER=Mos

Clantani=1
Una
William L Hale, whose' wife,
Hielicey,
Robbie Ann, lives to
Ky., is serving with the 15th Infantry Division in eastern Korea.
The 15th, approaching its third
year on the peninsula, held off
the Reds at Pusan in the sunimer
of 1960. Now the senior unit in
Korea, its patrols are harassing
enemy positions northwest of the
Punchbowl
Hale, who recently received a
promotion to private first class,
-is serving as an automatic rifleman in Oompany C of the 35th
Infantry Regiment
He entered the Army in September 1951 and has served in
Korea since early last April
His parents, Mr. and Mrs. Eston R. Hale, live in Crutchfield.
Ky.
Mr. and
Congratulations to
Mrs. James Tuck on the birth of
a baby girl born Friday, June 27
at the Fulton Hospital
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Franken
and boys of St. Louis, Mo., were
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Arvin Green.
Henderson and
Mrs. Harold
children of Detroit, are visiting
with Mr. and Mrs. King Henderson and Ruth this week.
Rona Hale arrived home from
Detroit for a vacation with her
mother and family.
Mrs. Ivy Nabors has returned
home from her visit to St. Louis,
Mo.
Mr. and Mrs. Fletcher Williams
and Mrs. Ivy Nabors spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Ishmuel
Watts and children.
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Green and
son of Fulton, Mrs. Elmo Copelen
and girls, Mrs. Nora
Copelen
were Sunday guests oe Mr. and
Mrs. Arvil Green.
Mrs. Billie Hale and daughter
of Hickory, ley. are spending a
few days with Mrs. Eston Hale
and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Jay B. Williams
and children visited Sunday afternoon with Mr. and Mrs. Horace Yates and daughter of Fulton.

ANGEL FOOD
RING
Regular 59c ONLY
13 Egg Recipe 39c
VALUE

•eeeeilemeieneeeeeene

6PIM 25'

(LARGE SIZE)

SANDWICH or Hot Dog Buns, pkg. of 12 .25c
29c
DANISH FILLED RING, each
WHITE BREAD.20-oz. loaf

12-0Z.
CAN

WIENERS
1 POUND

Cello Pkg.

55'

HAMS.Fully Cooked (Whole or Half) lb. _69c
BROILER TURKEYS.full dressed, lb.
59c
GROUND BEEF,Fresh. lb.
59c
BOLOGNA, By the Piece, lb.
49c

19'

CANTALOUPES

• Paramount
SWEET PICKLES
15-02. JAR

SKINLESS

sivErr-RIPE

45'

WHOLE

Louie,

•17c

67'

SWIFTS PREM
Luncheon Meat

eweemaieemeeeeenaesieronemeeemieemeneemaine

One
names i
Fulton
now, an
has beer
and ge
lot/illness
the last

Jane Parker White

19'

36'

Kas
One

JUMBO 27 SIZE
EACH

25'

P.C.F.
4

the

POTATOES,Calif. Long White, 10-lbs.
BANANAS,.Golden Ripe, lb. __
........

75c
15c

dar.

Tree Sweet Concentrate

LEMONADE, 2-6-os. cans

37'

29c

Florida Gold or Sealed Sweet Concentrate

ORANGE JUICE. 2-6-oz. cans

Paramount

I

29c

IONA

KOSHER

DILL PICKLES
QUART
JAR

1270 on Your Dial

"The Best in Daytime Listening"

WFUL RADIO SOIEDULL
Friday. Saturday. Sunday. Monday

1:15 Mission of the Mr.
L30 Central Baptist Church
Hour.
2:00 Heaven and ,Home Hour.
2:30 Walnut
Grove
Baptist
Hour.
3:00 Rev Artell Garrigus, Religious Broadcast
3:30 Billy Moreland, Religious
Broadcast
4:00 Bold Venture.
4:30 Haunting Hour.
5:00 Boston Mackie.
5:30 Wayne King.
6:00 Philo Vance.
6:29 Sign Off.

7:30 Water Valley Baptist Hour
7:55 Music.
5.58 Sign On.
8:00 News.
6:00 News.
8:15 Around the Corner.
Blue 8:30 Norman Cloutier.
the
6:15 Breakfast in
Ridge.
0:00 Morning Devotions.
6:30 Hillbilly Hits.
9:15 Rocky and His Guitar.
7SO Church of Christ Z.I'ospel 9:30 Time To Play.
Hour.
10:00 Musical Moments.
7:15 Sons of Pleueers.
10:30 Goodwin Quartet
7:30 Scorebook.
11:00 Farm and Home Hour.
Pray.
to
Call
Layman's
7:40
All Programs subject t change
12:00 News.
7:45 Here's June Christy.
without flotice.
Peat.
Trading
12:15
News.
8:00
8:15 Around the Corner.
12:30 Quartet Time.
MONDAY
8:30 Church in the Wildweod. 12:55 Red Sox and the A's, Game
/
5:58 Sign On.
8:45 Coffee and Cake Time.
of Day.
.
600 News.
9:00 Morning Devotions.
Party.
Donee
Aft.
Sat.
3:30
Blue
6:15 Breakfast in ,the
9:15 News Photo Quiz.
4:00 Music Hall Varieties.
Ridge.
10:15 Betty and Bob.
4:30 1270 Repress.
6:30 Hillbilly Hits.
10:30 Fran Warren Sings.
10:45 Old New Orleans.
5:30 Religious News Jr Views. 700 Church of Christ Gospel
Hour.
11:00 Farm and Home Hour.
5:45 Sports Review.
7:15 Sons of Pioneers.
12:00 News.
Time.
Nova
6:00
7:90 Soorebeole
12:15 Trading Post
6:13 News.
7:40 Layman's Call to Pray.
12:30 Quartet Time.
OH
Sign
6:29
7:45 Here's June Christy.
12:55 White Sox & Indians,
Game of Day.
AU Pregranus suideet to cheap 8:00 News.
6:15 Around the Corner.
3:30 Music for You.
without Notice.
8:30 Church in the Wildwood.
4.00 Treasure Tune.
8:45 Coffee and Cake Time.
4:30 Moments oi Meditation.
SIIINDAY
9:06 Morning Devotions.
4:45 1270 lexprees.
5:00 Cisco Kid.
- 9:15 News Photo Quiz.
6:43 Sign On.
10:15 Betty and Bob.
5:30 One Night Stand.
News.
6:45
10:30 Fran Warren Sings.
5:45 Sports Review.
Gospel
Christ
of
Church
7:00
8:00 Vincent Lopez.
10:45 Fulton Homemakers Club.
Hour.
11:00 Farm and Home Hour.
6:15 News.
Morning
Melodies.
7:15
12:00 News.
6:29 Sign Off.
7:30 Stamps Flee Star Quartet, 12:15 leading Post.
All Programs subject to change 8:00 Mordents at Slagging.
12:30 Quartet Time
8:30 Wealtley County Rangers. 12:55 Game of the Day.
without notice.
9:30 Voice of Prophecy.
3:30 Music for You.
10:00 Christian Science.
SATURDAY
4:00 Treasure Time.
10:15 Singing Americans.
4:45 Momenta of Meditation.
10:30 Concert Hall.
5:58 Sign On.
5:00 Baseball Auction.
11:00 Sunday Church Services.' 6:00 Sports Review.
6:00 News.
12:00 News.
8:15 Hank Snow.
6:15 News.
12:15 Sunday Dinner Music.
CM Hillbilly Hits.
6:29 Sign Off.
7:00 Church of Christ Gospel 12:30 James B. Casey, Gospel
All Programs subject to change
Songs.
Hour.
without Notice.
1:00 Down Harmony Lane.
7:15 Slim Bryant.
FAY

•

1000- Watts

STATION WFUL IS OWNED AND OPERATIC) BY THE KZN-TENN BROADCASTING CORPORATION OF FULTON

33'

Paramount
APPLE BUTTER

PEACHES
SLICED OR HALVES IN SYRUP
No. 21/2 CAN

29-0Z.

25'„

21
'

JAR

Crisco
SHORTENING

IB.
85'
3 CA

IONA,PEAS, No. 303 Can
CATSUP, Scott County, bottle
LUNCH MEAT,Kingans K-P, 12-oz. can
Yukon Club (Plus Rot. Dep.)

BEVERAGES,3-24-oz. bottles
'JOY
Liquid De.tergent
'-OR.
BOTTLE

29'

eji BARS

SIZE

46
,

,

Open 24

IVORY SOAP
MEDIUM SIZE

3BARS 23'

PORK & BEANS
DELICIOUS OVEN-BAKED
16-0Z. CAN

Enjoy
ROSE
and S

29c

HEINZ

CAMAY
Toilet Soap
RAG.

10c
15c
39c

"The
over a

15'

S OrfED OLIVES, Sultana. 4%-oz. Jar :...29c
SALAD DRESSING,Sultana. Qt. Jar
35c
PORK & BEANS. Sultana. 16-oz. Can
10c
SWIFTS—Most Varieties

IVORY FLAKE*
LG.

Food
27' GIED-O-BIT 2American
-Lb. LoafChew.'

PKG.

Cashmere
BOUQUET
TOILET SOAP
BARS

REG.
SIZE

CHEESE SPREADS,5-oz, Jar

3

250

ICE CREAM,all flavors, % gal.

2/35c

89'
1.08

—CLOSED ALL DAY FRIDAY. JULY 4th—

V EL
Detergent
Lb.Pkg.
29c
Giant Pkg.
73c
SWAN SOAP
REGULAR SIZE

3BARS 23'

IVORY SNOW
27c
Lg.Pkg.
Ilc
Reg.Pkg.

SILVER DUST
Lg.Pkg.
29c
Giant Pkg.
57c

There':
favorit
C-L-Eyou fir
cleanin

LA
Phone 14
W.P.Cam

FULTON COUNTY'S
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BUSINESS and INDUSTRIAL REVIEW

Kasnow's Department Store
One Of Oldest Local Firms
..._25c
. 29c

One of
the
best-known
names in the business life of
Fulton is that of Louie Kasnow, and rightfully so: Louie
has been in the
reaay-to-wear
and general department
store
bifiliness on Lake Street
for
the last 31 years.

.17c
Louie, as he is
universally

—Busy Louie

called, is, besides being a good
merchant with an up-to-date
store, a public-spirited citizen
who has always helped spearhead any worthwhile activities
for his community. This
unbeatable combination of good
merchant-good
citizen
has
brought progress and success
to Kasnow's Department Store,
which is one of the main rea-

Mr. Kastiow is ably assisted
by a number of experienced
clerks in the various departments of the store. They, too,
are proud of the store's position among the top of Fulton
retailers and show careful attention to the needs of every
customer.
Kasnow's department store
store is a great asset to the
business life of Fulton, having
thousands of friends throughout the trade area who make
special trips to town just to
shop there. With progressive,
wide-awake
"Louie" at tie
helm, the store will always
maintain its -position
as a
leader and a chief spark-plug
in the activity and growth of
the community.

•

111E11,'

In a message to their customers twenty years ago, Kasnow's stated that "We appreciate your tributes to our service, and shall maintain modern
merchandising
methodS• and
satisfactory stocks so that we
will
continue to merit your
patronage. Service is the keynote of our success.
"The glad hand of welcome
awaits you at our store. It is a
pleasure to serve you."
Today a casual drop-in at
Kasnow's will find the same
attitude of welcome, of service,
and of good, varied stocks, attesting to the fact that this
message is still being followed
and is meeting universal approval.

"Always A Friendly Welcome"

5'
. 69c
_59c
.59c
._49c

—at--

FORD'S LIQUOR STORE
—Choice wines and Liquors—

P.C.Ford

5'
__.75c
- 15c

Pete Peterson

Neal Looney

Located'cin Lake Street Extension near
the underpass; across from the Stand
dard Service Station.

"Let us solve your Feeding problems"

Genial employees of Easnow's Department Store
Kasnow dispense good cheer and good vendeewho help Mr.
at the busy
department store on Lake Street are back
row (left to right)
Mrs. Mae Ryan, BiliBradley and on the front row,
lett-to right
Mrs. Leland Bugg and Dorothy Webb. Other
store were not present when the picture was employees of the
taken.
—Staff Photo with Polaroid Camera

—Busy Store

Telephone 900

We Deliver

—Staff Polaroid Photo

BROWDER
MILLING COMPANY
sons for the north-end of Lake
Street being the busy area that
it is today.

work clothing, millinery for
the ladies and just plain "hats"
for the boys and men.

Kasnow's Department Store
opened for business one bright
day back in 1919 in the same
location that the ladies' readyto-wear department of the
store has today; about six
years ago the floor space was
doubled by adding the building to the North. In its present,
spacious quarters the department store has complete departments for ladies ready-towear, menswear, piece goods
and shoes, plus large stocks of

In his thirty-three years of
merchandising
in
Fulton,
Louie has found the needs and
tastes of the area, and an indication that his prices and his
quality are received with favor may be realized when one
finds that many
grand-children of his early customers are
now among his best customers
and friends.
"I'm proud of all the friends
I have", Louie states. "It's nice
to be in business and to do a

(Incorporated)

good business, but when one is
able to make a new friend each
day, I consider the day a mg
success."
Kasnow's always
features
nationally-known and nationally advertised merchandise in
every department of the store,
as a guarantee that customers
will be pleased with the quality of their purchase. Louie
knows that when the makers
of a piece of wearirig apuarel
see fit to advertise it nationally, it HAS to be good to stand
up under
critical public examination.

Fulton, Kentucky

Scratch feeds

Dairy feeds, sweet or dry

Kiln dried corn

All types of pellets

Browder's cram bolted corn meal
Plain and self-rising flour

Poultry mashes

- 29c
29c

Recommended by
AAA

Recommended by
DUNCAN HINES

Buick

Oternational

Automobiles

Trucks

Eat in air-conditioned comfort

Road and Wrecker Service

SMITH'S CAFE

..10c
.15c
_39c

0. K. LAUNDRY
AND SANITONE CLEANERS
offers you....

Complete automobile and truck repair service

•

GOOD SAME-DAY CLEANING

BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY

Enjoy the beautiful atmosphere of Smith's
ROSE ROOM for your parties, banquets
and Sunday dining!

In by 10, - - - out by 5
228 Fourth Street

Telephone 60

29c
Howard Adams, Mgr.

COOL OFF WITH STYLISH, LIGHTWEIGHT SUMMER CLOTHES

"The Mid-South's favorite restaurant for
over a quarter of a century"
11

104

5'

USE OUR "ICLEEN-HAMPER" DEPOSIT
storage bin (located in front of our office
door) to leave us your laundry and cleaning
before or after office hours.
TELEPHONE 130
FULTON, KENTUCKY

—from—

-.M. •

KASNOW1 DEPARTMENT STORE
WE'LL CLEAN IT
"Outfitters to the Ken-Tenn area for over a quarter-century"
448-50-52 Lake Street

35c

Fulton

Phone 835

9'
08

DRIVE IN AND SAVE 15%
It's economical!

Open 24 Hours a Day.

29c
35c
10c

Hog feeds

DRESSES
There's a thrill in store for you when that
favorite dress or gown comes back really
C-L-E-A-N—looking just as lovely as when
you first saw it! We give you superior
cleaning at a modest price.

PARISIAN
LAUNDRY and DRY CLEANERS
Phone 14
we pickup and deliver
W.P. Campbell,owner
220 East 4th Street

SALES AND ENKE

"A COMPLETE PRINTING SERVICE'
Office and personal stationery
Rubber stamps
Specialized business forms to your specifications
Ticket machines

Office supplies

Circulars

Engraving
Salesbooks

A complete auto repair shop

Programs

Motor rebuilding

VISIT OUR NEW OFFICES ON COMMERCIAL AVEN
UE

THE FULTON NEWS
Phone 4-7-0

"The Printing Number"

Authorized, genuine parts

J. V. CASH MOTOR COMPANY
Mayfield Highway

Telephone 42

D
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19. The change was made oy the
Gardner and Brother Curtin.
Mrs. W. D. McLeod, county
A new back tax collection unit General Assembly in session last
Burial followed at the Church
agent,
home demonstration
an- has been formed in the Depart- winter. Earl Wallace, who is diBy Floyd Cramer
cemetery. Jackson Brothers had
County
Fulton
nounces that
OPAIS tea Nowa
will. be
the deNow that potties is occupying aspects of foreign aid, an at the charge of the funeral arrange- Homemakers will gather at the ment of Itevenue so that
" the PiTiMan.
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work
own
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the
its
do
may
cg
partment
.cornrakeeloner
.The
*pto. cBeVegute
hie
mourn
to
leaves
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ments.
dia.
the center arena of American af- same time be agatest foollbh
school in Fulton at 2 p. m., Tues- collecting old taxes. Previously ment. Stime 10 other Changes in advised Kentucky's 40,000 installAmerican funds a- going, his wife, Mrs. Ira Raines,
fairs, it is general practice to dis- sipation of
Interback taxes have been handled by game and fish laws become ef- ment ideogie.tax ,popers to wait
two daughters, Mesdames Ray- day, July 8, for the *nitwit
cuss all the issues and personal- broad.
flattened Day program.
attorneys under contract to the fective the same date.
MHO Ow get their July notices
ities invtdved.
But when he is asked only "Are mond Walston and Wade Hart of
The program will be divided State. Robert H. Allnhki. Frankand then inaii their
payments
A part of such discussion is the you for or against foreign aid?" Brandon. Miss, one son Guedria into two parts, the first hour, fort, now director of the State
with the nettles. This will make
705 HELPED
Raines of Akron and three grandasking and answering of pointed he is put on the spot.
children. We extend our sym- when a speaker from the State Income Tax Division, has been
More than 700 physically dis- sure that the persons paying are
questions.
If he wants to follow the prin- pathy to the family.
Society will named special attorney in charge
Cancer
Control
persons were rehabilitated credited properly. Checks mailed
abled
by
others
strengthening
of
ciple
asking
in
in
film
But when we persist
speak and show a sound
or the unit. Edward H. tench this year into useful employment without the bills may not be
Lawrence
Lloyd
Mrs.
and
Mr.
States
United
the
strengthening
and
extreme
are
questions that
teehnicolor and the second hour will take over Allphin's _present
provided by the identified through signatures or
Califorby training
unanswerable, we don't get a first, there are those who shout and Mrs Rift Robey of
which will feature a talk, with post.
means, the department
nia were the Friday afternoon
State Division Of Vocational Re- other
he
that
would
the
scrap
whole
don't
we
and
opinion
real
man's
Mho
Mexico by
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Trianon slides, on Old
habilitation, W. Hickman Bal- pointed out. Truitallments are due
foreign
program.
aid
illustrate.
me
Let
facts.
the
get
Mrs.
Kathryn Williamson and
DEPARTMENT TO MOVE
dree, direetor of the division, re- July 15 and the final installments
Rickman.
McLeod. ,
Meet of the new Department ported. More than 100 training in- will be due Nov. 15.
Taylor
visited
T.
Mrs.
0.
Mrs.
You find people asking, "Are
And so with farm aid.
There also will be an exhibit of Mental Health will be in Louis- stitutions in the state took part
Maude Jones and Miss Constance
you for or against foreign aid?
The Burton Family collection
Any group pressure can go too
featuring articles from Mexico in
Gaines, pre- in the progrtm, Etaldree said.
Are you for or against labor? Are far, as the farmer himself knows. Jones, Tuesday afternoon. Mrs. which club members are asked to ville, Dr. Frank M.
hignticello houses the last
sent director of the Division of
a
also
was
Barham
visitor.
It?"
against
or
aid
farm
for
You
Kentucky stagecoach.
Ifhe got a price at the expense
participate. Members are asked Mental Health in the Department
Mrs.
calland
Mr.
Yates
CONTRACTS
Harry
AWARDED
Now, these are extreme ques- of all other
citizens, he would ed on Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House to put their names and the name of Welfare, announced. Dr.
Contracts for construction of
tions. A man is forced to answer soon find himself on the short end
of their clubs on articles they wish Gaines' division will become a
Friday night.
in the extreme. And I say that of the stick. • But on the other
to display and to bring them on department July 1 in accordance 100 miles of highways in 33
Guaranteed Top Quality
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Hicks and
the
much of our past folly is due to hand, if the farmer was headed
Monday or before 1:30 Tuesday. with an act passed by the Gen- counties were awarded by
Sunday
the
were
dinner
family
Department
Highways.
of
The
the fact that we have demanded for bankruptcy, all other AmeriMrs. Walter Mayes is chairman eral Assembly last winter.
Mrs. T. J.
awards were the result of a letextrenut answers.
cans would be pulled down with guests of Mr. and
of this exhibit.
Walston.
Mrs.
and
Moore
ting June 8. Cost of the work will
When a man sees defects in a him.
Mrs. Harold Copeland, county
LICENSES TO EXPIRE
Shoes Dyed'and Re-Nerared
be $1,985,045.02.
Shirley Glisso• n visited Shirley
program, that doesn't mean that
So common sense
dictates a
chairman, will preside and 4-H
Licenses held by dealers in spehe opposes either the whole pro- policy of being for farm aid when Colburn Saturday night.
SHOE SHOP
RE-NU
girls under the direction of Mrs.
.4 GRADUATED
Carr, H. G. Butler, will serve as ushers. cial motor fuels; including diesel
Mr. and Mrs. Harold
grams or the ends the program is when the need arises, and being
Puttee
Lake Street
usby
and
gas,
bottled
and
fuel
Schools at State Welfare 7(r.stiintended to reach.
against too much farm aid when Randy and Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Prop.
Daniel,
S.
Robert
according
1,
The
will
a
program
July
feature
expire
will
ers
tutions graduated 84 students this
Yet his refusal or reluctance to there are no conditions demand- Crittenden and Susan were SunDe- spring. Four institutions, the
day visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Roy flute solo by Miss Marilyn Butler to a reminder issued by the
take an unqualified "for" stand, ing it.
law
new
A
Revenue.
of
partment
a
and
county
of
chorus
clubEmerson.
is often interpreted as a desire to
beMr. and Mrs. Carl Hainline women, directed by Mrs. Cecil governing the use of the fuels
abandon the whole idea.
The American people are sen- were guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Burriette.
comes effective at that time and
sible.
Mrs. L. C. Brown will serve as licenses and bonds under the setMcNatt Sunday.
Take foreigan aid, for instance.
They do not want men to say
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Bushart and chairman of the house committee, up willhe processed by the ExDefense of our country and dethe Departfense of the free world is a com- they are for something or against family were the Saturday night Mrs. Oliver Kash as refreshment cise Tsar Division of
Frankfort.
mon sense approach to the peril something, just for the sake of guests of Mr. and Mrs. Elton Glis- committee chairman and Kiss Al- ment of Revenue in
winning votes.
son and children.
ice Sowell as
chairman at the
facing us.
NEW SYSTEM STARTED
Funeral services for Mrs. Ada decorating committee.
But free-for-all
spending is
Americans, on the whole, don't
EDDINGS STREET
A new system of encumbering
Hudson and Mrs. Willis
Brann
ruinous, and the attempt to "buy want or ask for special favors.
funds for roads that take more
were held Saturday
afternoon.
friendship" is nonsense. ConseqThey do ask for
justice and
DEAN AT UNIVERSITY
than a year to build has been inuently, a man can be for certain they do want political leaders to Services for Mrs. Hudson were
For Ambulance Service Day or Night
stituted by the Department of
Church at WINS HARVARD GRANT
use common sense. And anyone heist at Oak Grove
Dr. Frank G. Dickey, dean of Highways. Under the system only
2:30 p. m. Services for Mr. Bran.n
who thinks otherwise - whether
Water Valley at the College of Education at the enough of the current fund will
he be in government or out of were held at
4:00 p. m. Jackson Brothers had University of Kentucky, has been be tied up to take care of congovernment - just doesn't underContract Funeral BMW fee and Member of
charge of the funeral arrange- named an Education Fellow for struction during the year of the
stand America.
a year of advanced study at Har- fund. Formerly, the
ments.
entire
Funeral Directors' Burial Aassaistien.Ina.
Kentucky
native of amount was encumbered out of
lbsiversity. A
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House call- vard
BOARD APPOINTED
ed on Mr. and Mrs. Boaz House Oklahoma, Dr. Dickey was grad- the first year's fund. Highway
A governing board for the new and Mrs. Gardner Monday after- uated from Transylvania College
In 1939 and received his M. A. DeKentucky Youth Authority was noon.
appointed by Governor WetherMr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor and gree from the University of Kenby, and Luther T. Goheen, com- Joyce were the Sunday afternoon tucky in 1942. After war services
missioner of Welfare, is expected visitors of Miss Alice Rogers and in the Army he was awarded an
Ed. D degree by the University
You can't mar its
to announce a director for the her mother.
new division soon. The Youth
Mr. and Mrs. Murray Yates of in 1947. He has served as chairmatchless beauty! Authority was created by the Pontiac, Michigan visited rela- man of the Kentucky State Corrmittee of the Southern Assons1952 General Assembly and will tives in this vicinity last week.
tion of Colleges and Secondary
handle cases of children needing
Schools.
help in instances of law violation, 110 STATE TEACHERS
need, neglect and ill health. Nam- ATTENDING WORKSHOP
ed to the governing board were:
Approximately 110 Kentucky —00
CHURCH SUNDAY—
Miss Helen A. Brown and Rich- teachers, supervisors, principals
ard V. Wood, Louisville;
Dr. and superintendents are attend- MARTIN
Condit B. Van Arsdall, Jr., Har- ing the annual three-week Conrodsburg, and Dr. Adolphus Gill- ference for Classroom Teachers
School Administrators,
iam and Dr. Graham B. Dirrunick, and
through
Lexington. Goheen is an ex offi- scheduled to continue
July 3, at the University of Kencio member of the board.
A $263.90 Value!
tucky.
The University of
Kentucky
Accurate
College of Education is ca-sponFull-size
sor of the conference along with
WORKMANSHIP
the State Department/Of Educa*Davy*aryl Fee letetl•rssad
•~hare 'hi. i5571 Re,
At Low Cost tion and several units of the
fain* sled.Reeigindowd
Watches, Clocks and Time Kentucky Education Association.
T•k•s ..... w•ar.
Rid *loop colon irsd ligbitee
Pieces of All Hinds Accurate- "Improving the Curriculum in
ly Repaired at Low Coat by— Public Schools" is the theme of
OVIEFECT 501 Att 510011$
sessions now in progress with Dr
.40.1.•-••
ANDREWS
John Burr of Ohio State Univer- Exchange Furniture Co.
Jewelry Company
Phone 35
207 Church
sity serving as leader.
Timer!

YOUR UNITED STATES

SHOE REPAIR

WHITNEL

FUNERAL HOME
4o8

Phone

Phone m—a- 88

A Special Range
at A Special Price!

wsprioun
&Rd

WHILE THEY LAST; ONLY A FEW TO OFFER
AT THIS AMAZINGLY LOW PRICE!
6-E Range with completely automatic
oven I

ENAMEL

tetett•

leo

K

sitnt

444
.
TAW
IS

With Clock and
Raisable unit under
thrift cooker!

NOW AT7FULTON HDW. AND FURN. CO,
II/EAU-NEW

Room Air Conditioner

Guaranteed*
Washable!

Models from $375 to
$429.95

•Tests have shown that Super
Kem-Tone will withstand repeoted washing with useful
household cledners without
Impairing its beauty.

SLEEP LIKE A LOG
EVERY NIGHT....
WORK LIKE A BEAVER
EVERY DAY...

it

Cool, Quiet Comfort
* G-E Wiskaway Stole Air Remover
* Feather-touch G-E Confect Selector
Dials
* G-E Triple Air-Focus Grilles
•Big G-E Filter
* G-E Permasealed Cooling System
* G-E Giant-Action Cooling Coils
* G-E Quiet Flow Blowers
* Typical G-E Dependability

rHOUSANDS WILL ENJOY cool, quiet- conifort
this summer—and for many a summer to
come—because they own .his wonderful
G-E Room Air Conditioner. •
'ton, TOO, will find it a real vacation from
heat, humidity, dust and noise ell summer
long. Why not let us install this handsome
G-E in your home or office? There's none
finer! None more dependable!

ACT NOW to beat the heat'

COOLS • DEHUMIDIFIES • VENTILATES • CIRCULATES • FILTERS

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO
257
Church

1Phene 35

, Authorized Dealer,
SI ELECTRIC
FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE CO.SENERAL
Room Air Conditioners

208 Lake Street

Phone 1

It's bees many a moon dem we've seen
an electric range brogais as good es this
oat!
Imagine—s sew full-sine OS Ileciric
Range with wonderful Automade Oven
Timer—a whopping value Ms whopping
low price! You've got Ss ems k in believe
it--eit some is today for aims demosstration1

FULL.EIZE

LEADER
RANGE

* III-SPEED CAL11010 NIATIND UNITSI
* AUTOMATIC OVEN TIMM
* OrVERtIZI ovum
* BO-THRIFT COOKE11.1
* BUILT-IN LAMM
•
Osfa

With Automatic Oven lima*

:.11URRYI IIIIRRY!

ORDER YOURS TODAY...
THEY'RE GOING FASTI AND SE SURE TO SEE
OUR COMPLETE LINE OF FAMOUS 0-1 "SPEED.
COOIUNG"*ANGESI

FULTON HOWE. & FURNITURE CO.
Phone 1
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WAIT FOR BILLS
REEVES WARNS

INEs 41Q,,•il,1e QuoR5

PITTSBURGH
5110AVO,
HOUSE PAINT

AIRLENE GAS COMPANY
OF FULTON

FULTON PAINT & GLASS COMPANY

WE MAINTAIN 24 HOUR SERVICE

atic

The City National Bank

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
The knowledge that God is all
beside Him,
and there is none
bringing freedom from sickness
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and sin will be brought out in
Phase /MI services
Sunday in all
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Christian Science churches. The
Lesson-Sermon is entitled "God."
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the nations. The LORD reigneth."
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MOddlall

BENNETT
Main

SAY In SOMETHING
TO CROW ABOUT

"VALUES

Todayi aim-third to onehalf of
the imnual-cash ineeme of Kentucky farriers comes from the
sale of tobacco.

FULTON, KENTUCKY
30, 1952
At the Close of Business June

RESOURCES
558,484.03
Loam rand Discounts

None

Overdrafts
Banking Rouse, Furniture and Fixtures
Stock in Federal Reserve Beak
Bonds and Securities
U. S. Government Ronde

4,800.00
3,487.00
_

2,498,600.00
1,141,174.89

Cash and Due Frees Ranks

A$.9eztp,

18,448.00

TOTAL 4,224,993.92

UABUJTIES

R AD I0 '4
ae/Z4L

80,000.00
Capital Stock

80,000.00

Surplus

Tinter

SEI
EED.

oov.
Immo Itety expensive looking soot
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ors are mad* at Ian. wear's,. Genuin
Saran Plastic with Quilting Oach. Easy
Hold their shape.
I,, hoed clean.
er
Shown In smart now patterne--tall
^"the.
made. reeve, Genet/14ln PIY,
avail.
Pennies in Iteolt now. Others
ahts en special order basis.

WESTERN AUTO ASSOCIATE STORE
Fulton, Kentucky
Lake Street
Home Owned and Operated by Thad Fagan

We CAN and DO offer
you prompt repair service oi ANY make of
radio, because we have
huge stock of tubes,
transformers, speakers
and other essential
parts ON HAND ALWAYS. There's No delay at City Electric!
PROMPT ATTENTION!
PRONE 411

ELECTRIC'
TY
(I
SALE
'"
if ire

t,t,: k,c,

491••2,.i5(OM PAVIA

62,893.79

Undivided 1Prolito
Unearned Diseeent

'9,48505
6,288.42

Reserved for Taxes, Other Contingencies
Semi-annual Dividend, No. I/0
DEPOSITS

4,800.00
3,981,526.66

.

TOTAL 4,224,993.92

We Solicit Your Patronage On Our Record
Member: Federal Ihmerve System.

ration.
Member: Federal Deposit Insurance Corpo

e • -
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CLASSIFIED ADS
180Y--81ILL—LIRE—RENT
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trade area. No other method
teaches so many for so little.

FOR RENT: Rent a new typewriter or adding machine.
Available by week, month or
quarter. Low Rates. U you decide to keep the machine after
renting it, the amount paid can
be applied on the purchase.
Harvey Caldwell Co., 208 Commercial Ave.. Phone 874.
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reorganized
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Remand
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FOR SALE: New Royal
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Rent. Fulton Office Supply Co.
BARGAIN! While it lasts Utility
KRAMER LUMBER CO., 501
Jones, Ray Brown, Edna AlexPhone 85.
Fir Framing Lumber-2x4's, Walnut Street.
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Nugent, Arthur
MART' I-SENOUR PANTS
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SHE'S THREE MONTHS OLD NOW - - COMEIN AND WATCH HER GROW!
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Gilbert DeMyer
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JEANNE CRAIN
EDWARD ARNOLD
MYRNA LOT
DEBRA PAGET
.............
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